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This NuTone attachment set is a perfect as a starter set or as a second set to help around the house. CS200 provides a convenient assortment of popular attachments and a
handy storage bag packaged to meet your most common cleaning needs. Now you can get the vacuuming done faster and spend more time doing what you enjoy.

A combination floor/rug tool (CT140G) with wide 10-5/8” head provides edge to edge cleaning that covers more surface area in a single stroke of the wand,
getting the job done more quickly with less work; single pedal mechanism quickly adjusts as you move from hard surfaces to carpets, for continuous
performance on multiple surfaces
Adjustable-ratcheting wand (CK135) extends from 22” to 39” to give you the perfect reach for high ceilings or cabinets so you can easily clean tall draperies or
dust cabinet tops
Hard plastic dusting brush (CT105) with soft natural hair bristles provides gentle cleaning for delicate surfaces
Convertible upholstery tool (CT106G) has a slide-on/slide-off brush with natural bristles to deep clean fabric and furniture by sucking up hidden dirt, pet
dander, and other allergens to maintain a clean and healthy home
13” long crevice tool (CT110) gives you added reach to get into tight spaces; its notched end ensures uninterrupted performance and continuous air flow
Convenient storage bag lets you to keep all your tools in one place; nothing gets lost and you can pick the best tool for the job
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CS200
Carpet & bare floor combination attachment set
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